Face Advanced Threats with Confidence

General Dynamics Fidelis Cybersecurity Solutions - Trusted Advisor Program

Professional cybercriminals conduct reconnaissance and develop custom campaigns in an effort to penetrate enterprises and steal data – for example: financial assets, intellectual property, business plans, and personal information. Fidelis XPS™ detects and prevents these network threats by monitoring and controlling all phases of the threat lifecycle, providing inbound threat protection, data theft protection, and network security analytics.

General Dynamics Fidelis Cybersecurity Solutions’ Trusted Advisor Program arms today’s security consultants and analysts with Fidelis XPS – the only system integrated for real time operational detection and response to advanced threats. By leveraging Fidelis XPS in network security audits, assessments and incident response, security analysts can detect and identify inbound threats as well as outbound theft of proprietary data from your client’s network. Fidelis XPS will drive revenue and client satisfaction, while simultaneously reducing consulting costs and incident response time.

GENERAL DYNAMICS FIDELIS TRUSTED ADVISOR PROGRAM PROVIDES:

- **Low cost of entry** to the industry’s leading tools for Advanced Threat Defense, Security Analytics, and Data Loss Prevention.
- **Increased service revenue** with an integrated comprehensive solution for assessment-and-response engagements.
- **Reduced engagement costs** by automating the analysis process.
- **Single integrated tool** with a single administrative pane of glass -- that replaces individual tools such as session reassembly, decoders, and advanced threat analytics.
- **Immediate visibility** on the wire across all ports and protocols.
- **Force-multiplier effect**: Fidelis XPS allows entry level teams to perform at a higher level and experienced consultants to benefit from enhanced capabilities.
- **Enhanced evidence output**, including full session recording, customizable reports, and detailed alert data.
- **Flexible deployment options** for non-heterogeneous client networks through hardware appliances, virtual machines, or “fly-away” portable platforms.
- **YARA rule editor** for crafting custom rules to address emerging threats and organization specific content.
With our patented Deep Session Inspection® technology and industry-leading decoding capabilities, Fidelis XPS can detect even the most embedded and obfuscated threats. Fidelis XPS extracts rich metadata from each session and provides detailed protocol and application attributes.

Using Fidelis XPS’ rich history of decoder development, the solution provides deep visibility into network traffic despite complex levels of compression and obfuscation. This greatly enhances the ability to discover advanced threats and combat data exfiltration attempts.

Fidelis XPS provides centralized intelligence and analysis, a fully decoded session, and unique integrated toolsets like YARA allowing responders to quickly and accurately respond to threats rather than wasting precious time rebuilding an incident from multiple sources.

For more information on the General Dynamics Fidelis Trusted Advisor Program, please contact partners@fidelissecurity.com or call direct: 1.800.652.4020 or 617.275.8800
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